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IntroductionIn this paper we prove the following theorem. Let L=Q p be a �nite extensionwith ring of integers OL and maximal ideal �.Theorem 1 Suppose that p � 5. Suppose also that � : GQ ! GL2(OL) is acontinuous representation satisfying the following conditions.1. � rami�es at only �nitely many primes.2. (� mod �) is modular and absolutely irreducible.3. � is unrami�ed at p and �(Frobp) has eigenvalues � and � with distinctreductions modulo �.Then there exists a classical weight one eigenform f = P1n=1 am(f)qm andan embedding of Q (am(f)) into L such that for almost all primes q we haveaq(f) = tr �(Frobq). In particular � has �nite image and for any embeddingi : L ,! C the Artin L-function L(i � �; s) is entire.We have three motivations for looking at this theorem. Firstly it can beseen as partial con�rmation of a conjecture of Fontaine and Mazur whichasserts that if � : GQ ! GLn(Q p) is a continuous irreducible representationrami�ed at only �nitely many primes and such that the image of the inertiagroup at p is �nite, then the image of � is �nite (see [FM]). Our theorem veri�esthis conjecture in the case that n = 2, p � 5 and the reduction (� mod �) ismodular, irreducible and takes Frobp to an element with distinct eigenvalues.In our opinion the most serious assumption here is that (� mod �) should bemodular, but we remind the reader that if (� mod �) is odd then a conjectureof Serre (see [S2]) predicts that it is necessarily modular.Our second motivation is that our theorem gives a partial answer to thequestion: when is the weight one specialisation of a Hida family of ordinaryeigenforms a classical weight one form. This question was raised by Mazur andWiles (see [MW]), who showed that the answer is not \always". We expectthe answer to be whenever the image of inertia at p in the correspondingspecialisation of the associated Galois representation is �nite. Our theoremgives partial con�rmation of this expectation (see corollary 2).Our third motivation was that this work forms part of a program, outlinedby one of us (RT) in 1992 (�rst to Wiles and later to other people), to prove theArtin conjecture for certain odd two dimensional icosahedral representations.If our main theorem could be extended to include the case p = 2, subject to theadditional hypothesis that � is odd, then combining it with the main theorem1



of [ST] we would obtain the Artin conjecture in this case, subject to some localconditions (certainly in the case the representation is unrami�ed at 2, 3 and 5and the inertial degree of 2 in the A5 extension is > 2). The basic argumentsof this paper seem to work for p = 2, but unfortunately some of our referencesexclude this prime. We believe the only place this poses a serious problem isthe reference to the work of Wiles [W], Taylor-Wiles [TW] and Diamond [D].Extensions of these results in a suitable way to the case p = 2 are currentlybeing investigated by Mark Dickinson for his Harvard PhD.Since writing the original draft of this paper we have discovered that ourmethods also give partial, but signi�cant, answers both to a question of Gouveaand a question of Serre. The former concerns for which eigenvalues of Up ap-adic modular form can be overconvergent (see [Go] page 53). The latterconcerns when a mod p weight one eigenform of level prime to p can be liftedinto characteristic zero. These applications are described at the end of sections2 and 3 respectively.We now outline the proof of our main theorem. We �rst use results of Gross[Gr] to �nd two weight 2 mod p eigenforms f� and f� of level Np (where p6 jN)whose associated Galois representations are (� mod �). They di�er howeverin that the eigenvalues of Up on f� and f� are � and �. Then we use theresults of Wiles [W] as completed by Taylor and Wiles [TW] and extendedby Diamond [D] to show that there are �-adic eigenforms (in the sense ofHida [H2]) F� and F� lifting f� and f� respectively, whose associated Galoisrepresentations specialise in weight one to �. Specialising F� and F� in weightone gives two overconvergent p-adic weight one modular forms f� and f�. Welet f = (�f���f�)=(���) and f 0 = (f��f�)=(���). There are two naturalprojections �1; �2 : X0(p) ! X. We show that restricted to a certain rigidsubspace ��2f 0 = ��1h for some h de�ned on a rigid subspace of X = X1(N)including the central parts of the supersingular discs. Moreover we show thath and f glue to give a weight one form de�ned on the whole of X. This is theweight one form we are looking for.It is a pleasure to acknowledge the debt this work owes to the work ofGross [Gr] and to the various works of Coleman on p-adic modular forms. Wewould also like to thank Brian Conrad, Naomi Jochnowitz, Barry Mazur andparticularly Robert Coleman for useful conversations.1 �-adic companion forms.Throughout this paper we will �x a prime p � 5 and an integer N � 5 whichis not divisible by p. 2



We will let Sk(�1(M)) denote the space of weight k cusp forms on �1(M)with rational integer q-expansion at in�nity. This space comes with an actionof (Z=MZ)� (via the diamond operators x 7! hxi), the Hecke operators Tqfor any prime q 6 jM , and the Hecke operators Uq for any prime qjM . For anyprime q 6 jM we de�ne Sq = qk�1hqi (note that we have not followed our normalconvention for the normalisation of Sq), and for any n 2 Z�1 we de�ne T (n)by the following formulae:� T (n1n2) = T (n1)T (n2) if n1 and n2 are coprime;� P1r=0 T (qr)Xr = (1� TqX + SqX2)�1 if q 6 jM ;� T (qr) = U rq if qjM .Let hk(M) denote the Z-algebra generated by all these Hecke operators actingon Sk(�1(M)). There is a perfect dualitySk(�1(M))� hk(M) �! Z(f; T ) 7�! a1(f jT );where am(g) denotes the coe�cient of qm in the q-expansion at in�nity of g.Whenever it makes sense we will let e = limr!1 U r!p , the Hida idempotent.Following Hida we set h0(N) = lim e(h2(Npr)
ZZp):Note that the operators T (n) for n � 1 and Sq for q not dividing Np arecompatible with the projection maps and commute with e, so give rise tooperators T (n) and Sq in h0(N). Moreover we have a natural maph i : Z�p � (Z=NZ)� = lim (Z=NprZ)�! h0(N)�:We let � = Zp[[(1 + pZp)�]] and u = (1 + p) 2 (1 + pZp)� � ��. Thus� �= Zp[[(u�1)]]. If � is a p-power root of unity we let  � : (1+pZp)� ! Zp[�]�denote the continuous homomorphism taking u to �. We also let it denote thecorresponding homomorphism �! Zp[�]. Note that h0(N) is a �-module via(1 + pZp)� ! h0(N)� by u 7! hui. Hida (see [H2]) proves that h0(N) is a�nite free �-module and that for any k � 2 and � a primitive pr root of unity(h0(N)
Zp Zp[�])=(u� (1 + p)k�2�)(h0(N)
Zp Zp[�])is isomorphic to the maximal quotient of e(hk(Npr+1) 
ZZp[�]) where hxi = �(x) for all x 2 (Z=Npr+1Z)� with x � 1 mod Np. This isomorphism further3



takes the Hecke operators T (n), Tq, Sq and Uq to themselves. For k = 1 itis known that in general such an isomorphism does not exist, see for instance[MW].We set S0(N) = Hom �(h0(N);�). Elements F 2 S0(N) are called �-adicforms. There is an injection S0(N) ,! �[[q]] which takes F toP1n=1 F (T (n))qnand which is called the q-expansion map. If L is a �nite �eld extension of the�eld of fractions of � then we call F 2 S0(N) 
� L = Hom �(h0(N);L) a�-adic eigenform if it is a �-algebra homomorphism h0(N)! L. We call two�-adic eigenforms F1 2 S0(N) 
� L1 and F2 2 S0(N) 
� L2 equivalent ifthere is a �nite extension L3 of the �eld of fractions of � and embeddings of�-algebras L1 ,! L3 and L2 ,! L3 which send F1 and F2 to the same elementof S0(N)
�L3. Equivalence classes of �-adic eigenforms are in bijection withheight zero primes of h0(N) via the map which sends an eigenform to its kernel.If k 2 Z�2 and � is a primitive prth root of unity then the mapF 7�! 1Xn=1(F (T (n)) mod (u� (1 + p)k�2�))qngives rise to an isomorphism of (S0(N)
ZpZp[�])=(u� (1+p)k�2�)(S0(N)
ZpZp[�]) with the maximal subspace of e(Sk(�1(Npr+1)) 
ZZp[�]) where hxi = �(x) for all x 2 (Z=Npr+1Z)� with x � 1 mod Np.We will let �cyclo denote the usual characterGQ !! Gal (Q(�Np1 )=Q) �= Z�p � (Z=NZ)� ,! Zp[[Z�p � (Z=NZ)�]]�= �[(Z=NpZ)�]�:Also note that the map q 7! Sq extends (embedding the primes not dividingNp diagonally in Z�p � (Z=NZ)�) to a homomorphism S : Z�p � (Z=NZ)�!h0(N)� which sends (xp; xp) to xph(xp; xp)i for xp 2 Z�p and xp 2 (Z=NZ)�.Thus S = Sp � Sp where Sp : Z�p ! h0(N)� and Sp : (Z=NZ)� ! h0(N)�.Also S extends to a homomorphism �[(Z=NpZ)�]! h0(N).If m is a maximal ideal of h0(N) we will let k(m) denote its residue �eld.There is a unique (up to conjugation) continuous semisimple representation�m : GQ ! GL2(k(m)) such that for all primes q 6 jNp the representation isunrami�ed and tr �m(Frobq) = Tq. We call m Eisenstein (respectively non-Eisenstein) if �m is absolutely reducible (resp. absolutely irreducible). If mis a non-Eisenstein maximal ideal of h0(N) then there is a unique (up toconjugation) continuous representation�m : GQ �! GL2(h0(N)m)4



such that for primes q 6 jNp, �m is unrami�ed at q and tr �m(Frobq) = Tq. (See[H2].) Moreover det �m = S � �cyclo and�mjGp �  ��1(S � �cyclo) �0 � ! ;where � is the unrami�ed character with �(Frobp) = Up. We call a �-adiceigenform F 2 S0(N) 
� L Eisenstein (resp. non-Eisenstein) if the uniquemaximal ideal of h0(N) above kerF is Eisenstein (resp. non-Eisenstein). If Fis non-Eisenstein we obtain a continuous representation�F : GQ �! GL2(OL)which for all primes q 6 jNp is unrami�ed and satis�es tr �F (Frobq) = F (Tq).Here OL denotes the integral closure of � in L.We call two �-adic eigenforms F and G 2 S0(N) 
 L companion formswith respect to height one primes } and }0 of OL, which do not divide p, if wecan �nd embeddings OL=} ,! Qacp and OL=}0 ,! Q acp such that1. for all m 2 Z�1 not divisible by p we haveG(T (m)) mod }0 = F (T (m)Sp(m)�1) mod };2. G(Up) mod }0 = F (U�1p Sp(p)) mod }.Note that this is equivalent to1. (�G mod }0) � (�F 
 (F � Sp � �cyclo)�1 mod });2. if qjN then G(Uq) mod }0 = F (UqSp(q)�1) mod };3. and in the case F � Sp � 1 mod } we also requireG(Up) mod }0 = F (U�1p Sp(p)) mod }.Note that we will only use this de�nition in the case where �m is irreducibleand (�mjGp)ss does not act as scalars, where m is the maximal ideal of h0(N)containing kerF . It may be that one should modify this de�nition in othercases. From now on we suppose that L is �xed as a Galois extension ofthe fraction �eld of � large enough that all �-adic eigenforms of level N areequivalent to ones with values in L.Theorem 2 Suppose F is a �-adic eigenform in S0(N) 
� L (L as above)and let m be the maximal ideal of h0(N) containing kerF . Suppose that forall qjN we have F (Uq) = 0. Suppose also that �mjGQ(p(�1)(p�1)=2p) is absolutelyirreducible and (�mjGp)ss does not consist of scalar matrices. Let } be a heightone prime of OL not dividing p. Then the following are equivalent.5



1. (�F mod })jGp �  � 00 � !.2. F has a companion form G with respect to } and some second height oneprime }0 of OL which does not divide p.Before proving this theorem we make two remarks. First, the theorem isthe �-adic analogue of a conjecture of Serre which was proved by Gross inhis beautiful paper [Gr]. Second the condition that F (Uq) = 0 for qjN ismostly for simplicity. All we really need assume is that F (Uq) = 0 if qjNand �m is unrami�ed at q. In any case if F is an eigenform of level N andif N 0 = N QqjN q then there is an eigenform F 0 of level N 0 with �F 0 = �F ,F 0(Uq) = 0 for all qjN and F 0(T (n)) = F (T (n)) for all n coprime to N .We now turn to the proof of the theorem. We �rst show that conditiontwo implies condition one. We know that(�G mod }0) � (�F 
 (F � Sp � �cyclo)�1 mod }):But we also know that(�G mod }0)jGp �  �(F � Sp � �cyclo)�1 �0 ��1(F � Sp � �cyclo) ! mod }where � is unrami�ed with �(Frobp) = F (Up). On the other hand(�F 
 (F � Sp � �cyclo)�1 mod })jGp�  ��1(F � Sp � �cyclo) �0 �(F � Sp � �cyclo)�1 ! mod }:Thus we must have (�G mod })jGp �  � 00 � ! ;as desired.Much deeper is the reverse implication. First note that by [Gr] (see also[CV] where the unproved hypotheses of [Gr] are removed) there is a maximalideal n of h0(N) such that�n � �m 
 (Sp � �cyclo mod m)�1;(Up mod n) = (U�1p Sp(p) mod m); and Uq � 0 mod n for qjN (after someembedding of k(n) into k(m)). Consider deformations � of �n to completenoetherian local W (k(m))-algebras with residue �eld k(m) satisfying6



� � is unrami�ed outside Np,� �jGp �  � �0 � ! with � unrami�ed.Let �univ : GQ ! GL2(R) be the universal such deformation. Then by theo-rem 1.1 of [D] there is a surjection h0(N)!! R taking� Tq to tr �univ(Frobq) for q 6 jNp,� Sq to det �univ(Frobq) for q 6 jNp,� Uq to 0 for qjN ,� Up to �univ(Frobp).(Note that if qjN then qa+bjN where a denotes the conductor of �n at q andb = dim�Iqn . This is because Uq 2 n.) However (�F 
 (F �Sp ��cyclo)�1 mod })is an example of such a lifting and so we get a map h0(N) ! R ! OL=}taking� Tq to (F � Sp � �cyclo(Frobq))�1tr �F (Frobq) for q 6 jNp,� Sq to (F � Sp � �cyclo(Frobq))�2 det �F (Frobq) for q 6 jNp,� Uq to 0 for qjN ,� Up to ��1(Frobp)(F � Sp � �cyclo)(Frobp), where � is unrami�ed and�(Frobp) = F (Up).We can take G to be any lifting of this map to a homomorphism h0(N)! OL.The same method of proof gives the following result.Theorem 3 Let L=Q p be a �nite extension with ring of integers OL and max-imal ideal �. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(OL) is a continuous representationsatisfying1. � is rami�ed at only �nitely many primes;2. (� mod �) is irreducible;3. (� mod �) is modular;4. � is unrami�ed at p and �(Frobp) has eigenvalues � and � with distinctreductions modulo �. 7



Then there is an integer N coprime to p and two homomorphisms f�, f� :h0(N)! OL satisfying:1. f�(Tq) = f�(Tq) = tr �(Frobq) for all q 6 jNp;2. f�(Sq) = f�(Sq) = det �(Frobq) for all q 6 jNp;3. f�(Uq) = f�(Uq) = 0 for all qjN ;4. f�(Up) = � and f�(Up) = �.Gross's result [Gr] (completed by [CV]) ensures the existence of f� mod � andf� mod �. Then arguing as above and invoking Diamond's result [D] gives thetheorem.2 p-adic modular forms.Let us �rst recall some facts about p-adic modular forms. Recall that X1(N)has a natural model over Zp (in fact over Z[1=N ]). It is a natural completionof the moduli space of elliptic curves E together with an embedding i : �N ,!E[N ]. We will letX denote the pull back ofX1(N) to C p . We will letX0(p)=C p(resp. X(p)=C p) denote the natural completion of the moduli space for ellipticcurves E, an embedding i : �N ,! E[N ] and an isogeny E ��! E 0 of degreep (resp. and two points Q1, Q2 in E[p] whose Weil pairing is �p 2 C p a �xedprimitive pth root of 1). Note that our use of the terminology X0(p) and X(p)is non-standard, but not mentioning the level N structure keeps the notationless cluttered.There are natural maps �3 : X(p) ! X0(p) (resp. �1 : X0(p) ! X,resp. �2 : X0(p)! X) which take (E; i; Q1; Q2) to (E; i; E ! E=hQ1i) (resp.(E; i; E ��! E 0) to (E; i), resp. (E; i; E ��! E 0) to (E 0; � � i)). These mapsare all etale away from the cusps (as long as N � 5). The map �1 � �3 isalso Galois with group SL2(Fp), and �3 is thus also Galois and has groupB(Fp) � SL2(Fp), the subgroup of upper triangular matrices. We will let!X (resp. !X0(p), !X(p),: : : ) denote the canonical extension to the cusps ofthe pull back by the identity section of the sheaf of relative di�erentials ofthe universal elliptic curve over the non-cuspidal locus of X (resp. X0(p),X(p),: : : ). Then ��1!X = !X0(p), ��3!X0(p) = !X(p) and there is a natural mapj = (�_)� : !X0(p) ! ��2!X . After one inverts p, j becomes an isomorphism.When it will not cause confusion, we shall refer to any of these sheaves assimply !. 8



There is a natural identi�cation of Sk(�1(N))
ZZp with �(X1(N)=Zp; !
k).There is a map from Zp((q)) to X1(N) corresponding to (G m=qZ; ican)=Zp((q)).Pulling back f 2 �(X1(N)=Zp; !
k) to Zp((q)) and dividing by the generator(dt=t)
k of !
k=Zp((q)) corresponds to taking the q-expansion of f at in�nity.(Here t is the natural parameter on G m and ican is induced by the tautologicalinclusion �N � G m .)The curve X1(N)=F p has a �nite number, s, of supersingular points. Welet SS denote the union of their residue discs. This is a rigid analytic spaceisomorphic to the union of s open discs each of radius 1. Choose parametersT1; :::; Ts such that the completed local ring of X1(N)=Znrp at the ith supersin-gular point is Znrp [[Ti]]. Here Znrp denotes the Witt vectors of F p. If I � [0; 1)is a closed, open, or half-open interval with endpoints in pQ, then we de�ne arigid subspace SSI � SS to be the union over all supersingular residue discs ofthe points x such that if x is in the ith disc then jTi(x)jp 2 I. Here the p-adicabsolute value is normalised so that jpjp = p�1. So for example, SS[0; 1) = SS.If I = [0; r] (resp. [0; r), [r1; r2], etc.) then SSI is a disjoint union of closeddiscs of radius r (resp. open discs of radius r, closed annuli of radii r1 and r2,etc.) In general, SSI will depend on the choices of the Ti, but if I � (1=p; 1)or [0; 1=p] � I then SSI is independent of these choices because we have anintegral model over Znrp . Note that we shall only ever consider I such thatSSI is independent of choices in what follows. If r 2 pQ and 1 > r � 1=p welet X>r = X �SS[0; r]. If r 2 pQ and 1 � r > 1=p we let X�r = X �SS[0; r).We will let E denote the section of !
(p�1)X over X with q-expansion atin�nity 1� (2(p� 1)=Bp�1) 1Xn=1 �p�2(n)qnwhere Bp�1 denotes the Bernoulli number, and �t(n) = P0<djn dt: Then E hasa single simple zero in each connected component of SS[0; 1=p] and no otherzeros on X.The theory of the canonical subgroup (see [Ka], particularly theorem 3.10.7)provides rigid sections s1; s2 : X>p�p=(1+p) ! X0(p) (corresponding to (E; i) 7!(E; i; E ! E=C) and (E; i) 7! (E=C; p�1i; E=C p�! E) respectively, whereC denotes the canonical subgroup). These sections are isomorphisms ontotheir images. The induced map �1 : (s2X>p�1=(1+p)) ! X>p�p=(p+1) is �niteand surjective of degree p. It restricts to a �nite surjective degree p maps2X�r ! X�rp for any r with 1 � r > p�1=(p+1). The induced map �1 :s2SS[p�1=(1+p); p�1=(1+p)]! SS[0; p�p=(1+p)] is �nite surjective of degree p+ 1.The induced map �1 : s2SS(p�p=(1+p); p�1=(1+p)) ! SS(p�p=(1+p); p�1=(1+p)) isan isomorphism. Thus ��11 SS[0; p�1=(1+p)) = s2SS(p�p=(1+p); p�1=(p(1+p))). In9



fact, if p�p=(1+p) < r < p�1=(1+p) thens2 : SS[1=(pr); r1=p] �! ��11 SS[0; r]:We let Sk(N) denote the space of sections of !
kX over X�1 which vanish ateach cusp. This is a p-adic Banach space and one of the norms in the naturalequivalence class is given by jjf jj = supn>0 jan(f)j, where f has q-expansionP1n=1 an(f)qn at in�nity. The operators T (n) for p6 jn and the diamond op-erators act naturally on these spaces. One can also de�ne an operator Upsatisfying an(f jUp) = anp(f). Hida shows that his idempotent e is de�nedon this space and that eSk(N) is �nite dimensional, Up is an isomorphism oneSk(N) and that Up is topologically nilpotent on (1� e)Sk(N). (For this andthe references to Hida in the next paragraph see [H1] and [Go].)We also let S>rk (N) (resp. S�rk (N)) denote the space of sections of !
kXover X>r (resp. X�r). These spaces are preserved by the Hecke operatorsT (n) for p6 jn and by the diamond operators. For 1 � r > p�p=(1+p) we de�nea continuous operator V : S�rk (N)! S�r1=pk (N) as the composite�(X�r; !
kX ) ��1�! �(s2(X�r1=p); !
kX ) p�k(s�2�j)�! �(X�r1=p; !
kX ):We have that f jV = 1Xn=1 an(f)qnp:For 1 � r > p�p=(1+p), the Hecke operator Up gives a continuous map Up :S�r1=pk (N) ! S�rk (N). For k > 1 this is corollary II.3.7 of [Go]. As Colemanexplained to us, the case k � 1 can be reduced to the case k > 1 because themap Up is the composite:S�r1=pk (N) (EwjV )�! Sr1=pk+w(p�1)(N) Up�! S�rk+w(p�1)(N) E�w�! S�rk (N):Let S0(N)(k) denote the set of F 2 S0(N) such that F jSp(x) = xk�1F forx 2 �p�1 � Z�p . Then Hida showed that(S0(N)(k)=(u� (1 + p)k�2)S0(N)(k))
 C p �! eSk(N)via a map taking F to P1n=1(F (T (n)) mod (u� (1 + p)k�2))qn. If k � 2 thenHida also showed thateSk(N) = e(Sk(�1(N) \ �0(p))
 C p)10



and hence we may deduce thateSk(N) � S>p�p=(p+1)k (N):The following lemma seems to be well known to experts, but for lack of areference we sketch a proof.Lemma 1 eSk(N) � S>p�p=(p+1)k (N).Let 1 > r > p�p=(1+p). The main point is to see that Up : S�rk (N) !S�rk (N) is completely continuous. This follows because S�rk (N) ,! S�r1=pk (N)is completely continuous being the compositeS�rk (N) Ew�! S�rk+(p�1)w(N) ,! S�r1=pk+w(p�1)(N) E�w�! S�r1=pk (N)where the middle map is known to be completely continuous for w su�cientlylarge (see [Go] corollary I.2.9). Moreover all eigenvalues of Up are integral,because the same is true in Sk(N) as follows from the q-expansion. Thus bySerre's theory [S1] (particularly propositions 7 and 12) we may write S�rk (N) =e0S�rk (N)�(1�e0)S�rk (N), where e0 is an idempotent commuting with Up,wheree0S�rk (N) is �nite dimensional and is spanned by generalised eigenvectors ofUp with unit eigenvalues, and where Up is topologically nilpotent on (1 �e0)S�rk (N). Thus if f 2 S�rk (N) we see that e0f = limr!1 U r!p f and so e0 =ejS�rk (N).Let f 2 eSk(N). We can �nd a sequence fn 2 eSk+pn(p�1)(N) such thatfn ! f (in terms of their q-expansions at in�nity). (For example fn =e(fEpn+1).) Then by Hida's result, for n su�ciently large fn 2 S�rk+pn(p�1)(N).We consider e(fn=Epn+1) 2 eS�rk (N). We see that e(fn=Epn+1)! f in eSk(N),but as each e(fn=Epn+1) lies in the �nite dimensional subspace eS�rk (N) �S�rk (N) we also see that f 2 eS�rk (N), as desired.We will now prove our key technical result.Theorem 4 Suppose k 2 Z, N 2 Z�5 and p � 5 is a prime not dividingN . Suppose � and � are distinct non-zero elements of C p . Suppose thatf�; f� 2 S>tk (N) for some t < 1 are eigenvectors for Up with eigenvalues � and�. Suppose �nally that all positive integers n not divisible by p we havean(f�) = an(f�):Then f = (�f� � �f�)=(�� �) is classical, i.e. lies in Sk(�1(N))
 C p.11



We �rst note that we may take t = p�p=(1+p) (because � and � are nonzero).Set f 0 = (f� � f�)=(�� �) so that f 0 = f jV 2 S>p�1=(1+p)k (N).Choose r; r0 2 pQ withp�p=(1+p) < r0 < r < p�1=(1+p):Let S denote (�1 � �3)�1SS[0; r] � X(p). De�ne a section g of !
kX(p) over Sby g = ��3 � j�1 � ��2(pkf 0). We will show below that g is invariant for theaction of SL2(Fp). Because S ! SS[0; r] is �nite it will then follow thatg = (�3 � �1)�(h) for some section h of !X on SS[0; r]. On the other handon s2(SS(p�1=(1+p); r1=p]) we have that ��2(pkf 0) = j � ��1(f) and hence on��13 s2(SS(p�1=(1+p); r1=p]) we have g = (�3 � �1)�(f). Thus hjSS(p�p=(1+p);r] = f .Then we glue the sections h on SS[0; r] and f on X�r0 to give the desiredsection f 2 Sk(�1(N))
Z C p (by rigid GAGA, [Ko]).We now turn to the proof that g is invariant under SL2(Fp). If C is aconnected component of S let GC denote the subgroup of SL2(Fp) stabilis-ing C. Note that B(Fp) acts transitively on the connected components ofS lying over any given connected component of SS[0; r] and so SL2(Fp) =B(Fp):GC . On the other hand B(Fp) �xes g. Thus it will su�ce to showthat GC �xes gjC for any connected component C. Let � 2 GC and letC 0 = ��13 s2(SS(p�1=(1+p); r1=p])\��1��13 s2(SS(p�1=(1+p); r1=p]). On C 0 we have��(g) = ����3j�1��2(pkf 0) = ����3��1(f) = ��3��1(f) = ��3j�1��2(pkf 0) = g. Thusit su�ces to show that C 0 is in�nite. Suppose that �3 : C ! ��11 SS[0; r] hasdegree d. Then �1�3 : ��13 s2(SS(p�1=(1+p); r1=p])! SS(p�p=(1+p); r] is of degreedp; as is �1�3 : ��1��13 s2(SS(p�1=(1+p); r1=p]) ! SS(p�p=(1+p); r]. Hence, sincethe degree of C ! SS[0; r] is d(p + 1), it follows be an elementary argumentthat the �bres of �1�3 : C 0 ! SS(p�p=(1+p); r] have cardinality at least d(p�1)and C 0 surjects onto SS(p�p=(1+p); r]. The theorem follows.Before proceeding to the proof of our main theorem we note that thistheorem gives a partial answer to a question of Gouvea. We will call twonormalised eigenforms f1; f2 2 Sk(N) equivalent away from p if an(f1) = an(f2)for all n not divisible by p. Gouvea notes ([Go], section II.3.3) that if f is anynormalised eigenform in Sk(N) and if � 2 C p satis�es j�jp < 1 then thereis an eigenform f� 2 Sk(N) equivalent away from p to f with f�jUp = �f�.Gouvea asks how many of these eigenforms f� can be overconvergent, i.e. liein S>rk (N) for some r < 1. Our theorem implies the following result.Corollary 1 With the notation as above, and for �xed f , f� can be overcon-vergent for at most 2 non-zero values of �. If f� and f� are overconvergent fortwo distinct and non-zero � and � then (�f���f�)=(���) 2 Sk(�1(N))
C p .12



In particular k � 1; �� = pk�1�(p) where f jhpi = �(p)f ; and the Galois rep-resentation �f associated to f is crystalline at p.3 Weight one formsPutting the results of the last two sections together we are now in a positionto conclude our main theorem. Let L=Q p be a �nite extension with ring ofintegers OL and maximal ideal �.Theorem 5 Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(OL) is a continuous representationsatisfying the following conditions.1. � rami�es at only �nitely many primes.2. (� mod �) is modular and irreducible.3. � is unrami�ed at p and �(Frobp) has eigenvalues � and � with distinctreductions modulo �.Then there exists an integer N coprime to p and an eigenform f 2 S1(�1(N))
ZOL such that for almost all primes q we have aq(f) = tr �(Frobq). In particu-lar � has �nite image and for any embedding i : L ,! C the Artin L-functionL(i � �; s) is entire.Combining theorem 3 and lemma 1 we can �nd such an integer N andtwo sections f� and f� in eS>�p=(p+1)1 (N) which are eigenvectors for the Heckeoperators T (n) for p6 jn and for Up and have the following eigenvalues.� f�jTq = (tr �(Frobq))f� and f�jTq = (tr �(Frobq))f� if q 6 jNp.� f�jhqi = (det �(Frobq))f� and f�jhqi = (det �(Frobq))f� if q 6 jNp.� f�jUq = 0 and f�jUq = 0 if qjN .� f�jUp = �f� and f�jUp = �f�.Then by theorem 4 we see thatf = (�f� � �f�)=(�� �) 2 S1(�1(N))
ZOLis the desired form. 13



Corollary 2 Let L be a �nite extension of the fraction �eld of � and let } bea height one prime of OL above ((1 + p)u� 1). Suppose that F 2 S0(N)
 Lis a non-Eisenstein �-adic eigenform for which F jhxi = x�1F for x 2 �p�1 �Z�p . Suppose also that (�F mod }) is unrami�ed at p and the eigenvaluesof (�F mod })(Frobp) are distinct modulo the maximal ideal of OL=}. ThenP1n=1(F (T (n)) mod })qn 2 S1(�1(Np))
Z (OL=}).Gross has pointed out to us the following consequence of our main theorem.It partially answers a question posed to Gross by Serre.Corollary 3 Suppose that p > 5 is a prime and N � 5 is an integer not di-visible by p. Suppose that f 2 H0(X1(N)�Zp F p; !) is a normalised eigenformsuch that f jUr = 0 for all primes rjN and such that X2 � ap(f)X + �(p) hasdistinct roots, where f jhpi = �(p)f . Suppose also that the Galois representa-tion �f : GQ ! GL2(F p) associated to f is irreducible. Then f is in the imageof S1(�1(N))
Z F p ,! H0(X1(N)�Zp F p; !)if and only if p does not divide the order of �f (GQ).(Before explaining the proof we remark that the condition that f jUr = 0for rjN can almost certainly be suppressed, but we have not been through theslightly tedious details. We also remark that we could prove a similar theoremwhen p = 5, but that in that case the conclusion would have to be slightlymodi�ed. We leave the details to the reader.)First suppose that f is in the image of S1(�1(N))
ZF p ,! H0(X1(N)�ZpF p; !). Then we can �nd a �nite extension L=Q p and a normalised eigenformf 2 S1(�1(N))
OL which reduces to f (by the going up theorem applied tothe Hecke algebra). The Galois representation �f : GQ ! GL2(OL) associatedto f by Deligne and Serre [DS] has �nite image and reduces to �f . By theclassi�cation of �nite subgroups of GL2(C ) we see that the image of �f cannot have PSL2(Fp) as a subquotient (as p > 5), and hence the image of �f cannot contain any conjugate of SL2(Fp). The classi�cation of �nite subgroups ofGL2(F p) then shows that either �f is reducible or p does not divide the orderof �f (GQ).Conversely suppose that p does not divide the order of �f(GQ). Then asimple cohomological calculation shows that we can �nd a �nite extensionL=Q p and a lifting � : GQ ! GL2(OL) of �f such that the image of � mapsisomorphically to the image of �f . (If �f is de�ned over Fq then any L con-taining the Witt vectors of Fq will do.) By proposition 2.7 of [E], �f is unram-i�ed at p and �(Frobp) has two distinct eigenvalues, namely the two roots of14



X2� ap(f)X +�(p). Thus � is also unrami�ed at p, and so by our main theo-rem we can �nd a normalised eigenform f 2 S1(�1(M))
OL for some positiveinteger M , such that ar(f) = tr �(Frobf ) for all but �nitely many primes r.By the theory of newforms we may in fact take M equal to the conductor of� and ensure that ar(f) = tr �Ir(Frobr) for all primes r. Alternatively we maytakeM to be the product of the conductor of � and the product over all primesrjN of rdim�Ir ; and ensure that ar(f) = tr �Ir(Frobr) if r 6 jN , while ar(f) = 0 ifrjN . On the other hand because f jUr = 0 if rjN we have that the product ofthe conductor of �f and QrjN rdim�Irf divides N . Also � and �f have the sameconductor (as p does not divide the order of �(GQ) and � is unrami�ed at p).Thus this last form f has level dividing N and reduces modulo p to f .References[C] R.Coleman, Classical and overconvergent modular forms, Invent. math.124 (1996), 215-241.[CV] R.Coleman and J.F.Voloch, Companion forms and Kodaira-Spencertheory, Invent. math. 110 (1992), 263-281.[D] F.Diamond, On deformation rings and Hecke rings, Annals of math.144 (1996), 137-166.[DS] P.Deligne and J.-P.Serre, Formes modulaires de poids 1, Ann. Sci. EcoleNorm. Sup. (4) 7 (1974), 507-530.[E] S.Edixhoven, The weight in Serre's conjectures on modular forms, In-vent. math. 109 (1992), 563-594.[FM] J.-M.Fontaine and B.Mazur, Geometric Galois representations, in El-liptic curves, modular forms and Fermat's last theorem (J.Coates andS.-T.Yau eds.), International Press 1995.[Go] F.Gouvea, Arithmetic of p-adic modular forms, Lecture notes in math.1304, Springer 1988.[Gr] B.Gross, A tameness criterion for Galois representations associated tomodular forms mod p, Duke math. J. 61 (1990), 445-517.[H1] H.Hida, Iwasawa modules attached to congruences of cusp forms, Ann.Scient. Ec. Norm. Sup. (series 4) 19 (1986), 231-273.15
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